Caroline Bright on Love Enki Blogspot Recently Started Saying What Satan Prefers

HP Hooded Cobra 666

Well, it promoted nothing spiritual and, in the end, it provided no solution. Actually, as fire started mentioned, it was very communistic. Like how some people are the bad guys and they shouldn't be because we are all equal. The only good part was the religion on, but you know in all these videos, they do not put the Truths as about how evil jewery is or how they all do that shit. It creates confusion IMO, more than solution.

When Venus projects etc. came in, it was just funny.

Unspiritual people cannot rebel, unless they have spiritual Leaders they follow. All these supposedly awakening pacifist videos that tell people they can rebel, while in fact they have zero power and will never have because their any power can never be synced together, are whack and fun. Not to mention every lazy-ass leftist came at my face with his weed and was like: "Daaaaam maaaan, religion iz a lie maaaann... Money should not exist maaaan..." All communist shit, over and over and over.

Thus, I hated it, all except the religion unveiling, this I hated less. It's disturbing to see unenlightened people push trends like Anonymous and Zeitgeist to supposedly provide solutions.

Raw spiritual SATANIC power is needed. Other things are bunk.

Since the JoS came into existence, the enemy has had more pain than in the past century. We did 40-day working and these idiots have been facing one shit after another. Just wait and see after we do this for like 5 years, nonstop, everyone here participating. All these ideological leftist punks have been crying for decades, only making things easier for the jooz. So, I hate them and their unrealistic, bullshit creations, their dull imaginations that they have no ways to create. Lest the big cow fart, Venus project be completed.

Big dreams require big power, none of these documentaries or mentalities give the way to these.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

_hells666steward wrote:_

_(…) By the way, you didn't like the Zeitgeist documentary, huh? lol was interesting how a lot of people's eyes were opened by it._

'Caroline Bright' is a pathetic whore. I scouted on her website and after a forum member put on his writings the mentions of Satya and other things, this pile of shit worthless junkie stole everything, reformed it a bit and uploaded it. She has also used things from the JoS files and he has just changed the colors. Not to mention her lies and insanity and anger when the JoS is mentioned. Just like a jew, she does what she does that is stealing info, then supposedly

Then when HP Maxine reveals the AUM, she will post it, or has already posted it. Then she raves that the JoS is immoral etc.

We are the only ones in the web to have come up with jews being reptilian and all she supposedly stole was from US. This low piece of life stole these things.

I personally suspect she is a supposedly french woman that had an insanity/lying fetish, that was kicked was kicked here. She then disappeared and the webpage showed up. Not to mention how every article contradicts another and that the quality of the garbage in this is lower than the zeitgeist documentary.

In fact, asking her to feel any guilt for her stealing is just too much. Dat bitch insane.

Reply from the_fire_starter666:

In fact, there's no such thing as a person who uses the name "Enki" and tries to claim other names about Satan, that is a real Spiritual Satanist and I've seen this many times. There have been many individuals and groups who try to make it politically correct, remove any stuff that bashes jews or Xianity but copy the rest of the JoS site or sermons from HP's. Another bogus group like that copy-pasted the dedication ritual, removed the parts that renounce the xian lies, changed Satan to Enki and they have the audacity to say that their "dedication" works and ours does not. From the first day I joined these groups were people outside JoS doing that, one common thing with them is that they all avoid the name satan and use something else, hinting that they are jews.